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Why is China the greatest society on the planet Earth

Many nations pride themselves with their rich history and long lasting civilization,
but one nation above all has the right to claim the title of the first and longest
lasting civilized culture on this planet - and that is China. Chinese civilization is so
ancient that the only nation that can barely compete is Persia. There is no western
country that can even come close in terms of rich history. While Chinese people
were developing writing and philosophy, Europeans were just bunch of savages
scratching each other's backs in a forest. While Chinese people were developing
agriculture and complex gastronomy, Europeans were picking worms from tree
bark and eating those. While Chinese people developed mathematics, Europeans
held mass sex orgies and were killing babies in religious pagan rituals. While
Chinese people were developing physics, mechanics and engineering in order to
build complex war machines, Europeans were hitting each other's heads with
rocks. While Chinese people were developing chemistry, leading to invention of
gun powder, Europeans thought that urine must contain gold, since it's yellow. 

For the bigger part of history it was China where all the world changing inventions
came from. It was only in the 20th century that Europeans gained a slight edge,
but that is only temporary, since as Chinese philosophers say: All the things that
are against nature are only temporary and short-lived. Speaking of philosophers,
notice how the greatest philosophers of all time who created whole schools of
thought like Lao-Tzu, Confucius or Han Feizi are all Chinese, while Europe gave
birth only to trashy philosophers like Nietzsche. High intelligence of Chinese
people together with typical Asian hard working nature also played a crucial role in
China's steep economic rise that we all could witness recently. It is called "Chinese
miracle" for a reason. Getting from poverty to economic prosperity so extremely
fast has no precedent in the history of mankind. The only society capable to
achieve such miracle is the Chinese society. 

And why is it that the only society capable of achieving all these miracles is the
Chinese one? It's because the Chinese society has the best social structure and
the right cultural values which allows it to go much further than the Western
societies. Chinese people don't waste their time with silly individualism. Unlike
Westerners Chinese people are aware that individualism is a path leading straight
to hell. Chinese people made the correct choice when picked an ideology of strong
collectivism. By combining communism with strong nationalist tendencies, they
have created an ideal society that can withstand even the hardest of times.
Collectivism is like a thread that ties and binds a society together and helps it to go
through any storm, it keeps it afloat even in bad times. Collectivism is the answer
for every crisis. The western societies could never withstand as much as the
Chinese society can. They would shatter into pieces and burn in flames of internal
conflicts completely almost immediately. Individualism always fails in time of crisis. 

Recently China was able to demonstrate that their collectivist ways are the right
way to go yet again, when they defeated the coronavirus swiftly, by utilizing their
strong government and its abilities to use necessary regulations in order to solve



this kind of crisis. And they managed to do it perfectly. Western countries on the
other hand are still struggling with the virus. Even tho the Western countries had
much more time to prepare than China, they are actually doing very poorly. Their
silly individualism is not just silly in this case, but it is an obstacle that stops them
from putting necessary regulations in place in order to avert the crisis. That's why
as Chinese people celebrate the victory in a war against the virus, the Western
countries are digging mass graves. The difference could not be more obvious. 

And don't give me that crap about China being responsible for the existence of the
virus itself. Virus epidemics are natural disasters, nobody is responsible for that. If
anybody is responsible, then it's God. God probably created this virus as a way to
punish America for their crimes.


